
“A Different World”

If I could change the world..
Imperialism wouldn’t be hidden within human society,
A world of benevolence and altruism.
Problems would float away,
Issues would take absence leaving all the good things left untouched,
and at most Infinitesimal.
We’d have confiance.
Pessimism wouldn’t make sense.
Infatuation would turn into love.
The sun would shine on gloom.
Dissension wouldn’t turn into divide.
Beautiful things wouldn’t nullify.
Uncalled fatalism wouldn’t be what was expected most of the times.
Trust would be more common.

If I could change the world..
Children wouldn’t be abandoned,
We wouldn’t abuse each other,
Generosity instead of disease would be spread.
We would have more consonance of good things.
Bibliophiles would be more common,
Worries would disappear.
The world would have no war.
Everyone would get to walk down a path and absorb the silence that is filled with cicadas,
While breathing in the fresh crisp air under an azure sky looking at rows of colorful and Blossomed
hydrangeas.
We wouldn’t be crushed by one another,
Defeated,
Threatened,
Utterly afraid.
We wouldn’t be flabbergasted with the horrors we can create for one another.
We wouldn’t be afraid of not pertaining to the exactitude that fits standards.
Women wouldn’t have to feel threatened and syncopated when walking home at night.
Kindness would be ubiquitous,
We wouldn’t have to constantly be pragmatic,
Peace could consist like a neap tide but constant,
We could accept and enjoy antic,
Feelings wouldn’t always be viewed as histrionic.
Prejudice would be quiescent,
There would be an isthmus connecting separation no matter how different.

If I could change the world..
It wouldn’t be materialistic.
Numbers and bank statements wouldn’t determine worthiness,



Systematic divide wouldn’t hurt families,
Education would be open to all.
No one in the world would be starving,
And children wouldn’t see their parents struggling .
Unfortunate realities wouldn’t exist,
And in the end we are left without all power.
If I “could” change the world… Peace. No war.
If I could I would.
What I can do I will.

I will change the world by…
Becoming one of many things.
An Egalitarian,
A friend.
A person.
I can only change the world by…
Wanting change,
And serene.


